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In six chapters, This Nonviolent Stuff’ll Get You 
Killed provides a much needed account on the use of 
arms as instrumental to the viability of the U.S. Civil 
Rights Movement. Cobb’s book functions as a redaction 
critique of the Civil Rights Movement narrative as sole-
ly reliant on nonviolent means. Cobb’s intent in writing 
this book entails dispelling the romanticized mythical 
versions of the Civil Rights Movement and to disclose 
as fact that the movement contained more complexities 
than that which has been presented to the public. The 
text sheds light on the manifold armed participants 
who have risked their lives and yet received little to no 
recognition in terms of their impact on what eventually 
led to policy change and collective self-respect. 

The text begins with accounts of slave rebellion ef-
forts and how terrorized African Americans in the South 
fought back in the absence of enforced Constitutional 
rights or state protection during the decades following 
Reconstruction. However, most of the book focuses on 
African American progressive movements following the 
first two decades after World War II. African American 
veterans were able to perceive parallels between fight-
ing for democracy in Europe, and the need to expand 
democracy in the U.S. by fighting for it.  “Black soldiers 
returned home changed with a new willingness to fight 
for and defend their rights, with guns if necessary” (p. 
64). Military service provided African Americans with 

a sense of courage in order to face domestic challenges 
in their quest to obtain equity and justice. Second, such 
service gave African Americans exposure to a glimpse 
of life with a temporary elevated status. Although, the 
U.S. military did not legally desegregate until President 
Truman’s executive order in 1948, General Dwight 
Eisenhower did order African American soldiers to 
fight alongside White soldiers. In addition, black anger 
received increased in response to the manifold occur-
rences of abuse towards black women by white men. 

Throughout the book, Cobb demonstrates how rigid 
categorization of individuals and groups into “violent” 
or “nonviolent” camps draws attention away from the 
idea that pragmatic survival instincts frequently func-
tioned as the determining factor on how to act, based 
on what was most appropriate for the situation. “Most 
often, moreover, there was very little time to decide. 
Sometimes heads of households chose to defend home 
and family with guns; sometimes it was best to step on 
the accelerator and speed away or flee on foot” (p. 146). 
However, ambush victims lacked a choice in how best to 
respond because they did not have time to decide. Cobb 
does not dismiss nonviolence as pacifism, but empha-
sized its effectiveness as a means for direct action. Yet, 
the author convincingly argues that self-defense, and in 
some cases retaliatory violent does not automatically 
make an individual an advocate of violence. 

 The book should appeal to a broad audience with 
interest in the sub-disciplines of race relations, peace 
studies, and social movements. The author has the 
vantage point for writing such a book based on years of 
scholarship and his status as a veteran of the Civil Rights 
Movement. Furthermore, this book provides an in-depth 
grasp of the magnitude of the opposition that civil rights 
activists faced for asserting basic human rights which 
included: incarceration, living with continuous death 
threats, economic sanctions, and house bombings. A 
significant part of the challenge nonviolent activists 
faced included the organization and retention of partici-
pants. Such activists had to convince others that there 
was adequate protection to effectively have a relatively 
high likelihood of a favorable outcome. According to 
Cobb’s findings, white supremacist groups had their 
collective assumptions of African Americans as docile 
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significantly challenged especially when encountering 
counterattacks from armed resisters. Cobb references 
Paul Lawrence Dunbar’s metaphor of “the masks” to 
describe the surface-level appearance of African Ameri-
can willful subordination in White dominated society, 
“that did not mean they accepted the injustices done 
them; rather it meant they learned the practicalities of 
survival in a world where the odds were heavily stacked 
against them” (p. 120). In response, anti-black violence 
became increasingly broad and subtle by an escalation in 
tactics such as assassinations, kidnappings, and targeted 
bombings. Furthermore, in certain locations economic 
sanctions were employed against African Americans for 
registering to vote. Such sanctions included the denial 
of credit or job losses. 

The books timeliness rests in the idea that the 
concept of “stand your ground” has its roots in African 
American’s lack of ability to rely on the state to secure 
their protection against civilian violence from. “State 
power was almost always willing to step in and ruth-
lessly reinforce local white violence in the name of law 
and order” (p. 176-177). Throughout the Civil Rights 
Movement, armed defense provided protection for 
nonviolent participants, their homes, and their families. 
Twenty-first century events such as the killings and the 
legal aftermath of Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner and 
other unarmed African Americans has the potentially 
dangerous consequence of increasing public acceptance 
to murder an African American without penalty.


